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There is a magical substance in our universe that allows 
us to impress our thought upon it and create anything our 
heart desires. It is the same magical substance the Bible 
called prana or bread of life. It is a Christic Substance 
from the 12th dimension through the mirror of the 24th 
dimension. It is stardust- crystal light, crystal dust, crystal 
gel- the Divine Substance from what all is created from. It 
is this formless substance that we can place our thought in 
which  produces the thing that is imaged by the thought.

We can now bring this magical substance into our 
presence. The stardust frequency can be obtained by 
connecting two helium rings at the point of the spark of 
source in the crystal heart and spin the helium rings at the 
speed of light to connect to the 24th dimension of stardust. 
At the same time spin the merkaba body down into the 
crystal heart of Mother Earth. Saturate the Earth's Matrix 
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of 15 dimensions and Mother Earth with this frequency 
along with your merkaba body and your light body. 

Bring this stardust frequency into your life by keeping your 
island of light saturated with it. Fill your physical body, 
your light body, your hova bodies and your merkaba body 
with this essence. Now you have an island of light to begin 
creating your kingdom of heaven on Earth.

Those who knew the FREQUENCY OF GOD could walk 
on stars.

We must connect our Consciousness into the Highest 
Frequency on Earth in order to ascend to the realm of 
Gaia.

We connect to the Frequency of God by riding the stargate 
into the Milky Way, absorbing all of the breaths of the 
Elohim angels and changing our standing wave pattern 
into the rhythmic pattern that contains no gravitational 
pull.

We shift into a parallel reality of higher frequencies when 
we raise our frequencies into the realms of angelic 
consciousness. When we shift to this higher station of 
frequency through the process of transmutation, all of the 
frequencies that contain a lower resonance can no longer 
enter into our consciousness. This is true freedom that 
provides true IMMORTALITY DNA ACTIVATION. 

Higher states of intelligence merge into oneness with our 
minds and become our activators of our Subconscious, as 
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we allow the solar and stellar waves to penetrate our cells 
as we listen to these Cosmic Wave DNA Activation Files.  
Connecting our coding of our DNA from our cellular 
molecular and atomic structures into Cosmic 
Consciousness requires a very clear focused mental 
activity and a consciousness that oscillates high into 
dimensions of light and sound beyond the holograms of 
this matrix. It isn't a state of sleepy imagination. It 
requires a state of absorbing and resonating with so many 
high, ultra light, sparkling, shining, sweet frequencies of 
the highest angelic consciousness that the body begins to 
transmute or transform into a more etheric essence and 
the atmosphere around the body transforms into a 
magical environment. 

All of these great entities are working in conjunction with 
the Cosmic operators on Earth who are willing to accept 
the refined program of synchronizing and attuning 
frequencies into the Master Plan of the Great Cosmic 
Consciousness.

Those who are willing to seek nothing of greater 
importance than to flow in direct union with the rhythm 
and the Cosmic frequency of this grand transmutation are 
working in conjunction with the Galactic Consciousness, 
Cosmic Consciousness to orchestrate the Omniversal 
Music of the Spheres.

Those who are not willing to accept this grand refinement 
of their density into the New alignment with Cosmic 
Consciousness will have a much more difficult 
transmutation.
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Why not just merge and melt into the magical plan? Why 
not just allow the Divine plan to swallow you into the 
Great cosmic Consciousness? The Cosmic Plan is not 
made up of multitudes of conflicting paths. Those on a 
Cosmic path are willing to melt and blend and harmonize 
into the grand music of the spheres.

The state of perfection transforms the physical structure 
into the vibratory frequency of your higher being, as an 
entity of spiritual service. This highest frequency of 
consciousness allows us to blend into oneness with the 
infinite. This frequency replaces the limitations of matter 
with the continuous manifestation principle of Divine 
Love and impersonal service.

The vibratory energetic codes that our society, culture and 
evolution have planted into us must be re-dimensionalized 
in order to allow us to participate in our galactic form of 
being. We must become harmonized and unified with all 
civilizations of the universe.

As we become familiar with the feeling of the Cosmic 
Consciousness, we will desire to align with it more and 
more frequently until our desire to remain in that 
frequency is much greater than the desire to remain in 
the third dimensional frequency.

You will find that some of the frequencies may be too 
difficult for your cellular structure to absorb at this time. 
There are many levels of frequencies that may be 
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absorbed and activated to prepare the physical structure 
to transmute in this higher revelation.

Feel the breaths penetrate deeply into the cellular, atomic 
and molecular structure to wake up the tiniest invisible 
aspects of our selves that have been dissolved into 
oblivion until this time when they may once again awaken 
and reappear.

Feel how the frequencies raise and merge your 
consciousness into the frequency of your higher self where 
the limitations of matter become replaced by the co-
creative manifestation Consciousness.

Call on Crystal Light Energy. Ask a stream of energy to 
be formed from Co-Creative Consciousness through the 
crown chakra. Create a movie screen in your third eye 
area and allow a movie to stream down from the Cosmic 
co-creators magical movie screen. See the idea you desire 
being formed onto this movie screen. Exhale this desire 
into the stardust island of light that you have created to 
live inside.
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https://crystalmagicorchestra.com/buy-personal-healing-
music

https://crystalmagicorchestra.com/purchase-1

https://crystalmagicorchestra.com/purchase-2

https://crystalmagicorchestra.com/purchase-3

https://crystalmagicorchestra.com/purchase-4

https://crystalmagicorchestra.com/cdbaby-mp3-albums

https://crystalmagicorchestra.com/all-our-cd-baby-albums

https://crystalmagicorchestra.com/buy-cds-on-amazon

https://crystalmagicorchestra.com/vortex-of-manifestation

https://crystalmagicorchestra.com/healing-music

UNIVERSAL LANGUAGE - MUSIC OF THE SPHERES

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o2fRKjKADOo&index=
1&list=PLl8_82lpsRHGG2ougaV0KFwoh2mcAdGm3&t=
0s

https://youtu.be/o2fRKjKADOo
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